Crushproof. Bugproof. Weatherproof. All the Proof you Need.

- Efficient ventilation regardless of wind direction or speed.
- Blocks out nasty weather, pesky bugs.
- Sturdy, no-dent construction shrugs off falling tree branches, hammer strikes.
- Accommodates fiberglass and organic shingles, composite tiles, wood, slate or metal systems; residential or commercial; new construction or reroofing.
- Meets or exceeds all major building code standards.
- Easy, smooth installation with nailing and shingle alignment guides.

High-level Performance, Low-profile Package
Shingles over completely with no exposed baffles or fins to detract from the beauty of your roofline.

No Matter the Weather
Proven to withstand wind-driven rain in excess of 8 inches per hour with no leaking.
(Best results are obtained by using ridge vents in conjunction with equal or greater soffit ventilation. “Wind-driven rain test” conducted by Construction Research Laboratories, Dade County, FL. Dade County Approval No. 92-0424.2)
VENTILATION SYSTEMS HAVE NEVER LOOKED OR WORKED BETTER

RidgeMaster®

*RidgeMaster* works by natural convection, without external baffles or fins, to provide a uniformly cool attic space prolonging roof life and increasing comfort.

- Accommodates all roof pitches from 3/12 to 16/12. Comes in 4ft. lengths.
- Patented internal baffle system prevents bugs, blowing snow and rain from entering.
- Shingles over completely to blend perfectly with your roof.
- Easily adapts to a Peak, Flash, or Fascia Vent.

All dimensions in inches

**PEAK VENT**

**FLASH, SHED, OR BASE VENT**

HipMaster®

*HipMaster* provides necessary ventilation for hip roofs and interlocks with RidgeMaster Plus to blend beautifully into rooflines.

- The only venting system designed specifically for hard to ventilate hip roofs.
- Pat. pend. triple baffle system engineered to keep blowing rain and snow from entering.
- For all roof pitches from 3/12 to 12/12. Can be joined with RidgeMaster Plus to blend into a uniform roof line.

All dimensions in inches

**RidgeMaster Plus** offers the same features as RidgeMaster but includes a self-sealing end. It also comes to a natural peak and will interlock with *HipMaster*.

All dimensions in inches

**RidgeMaster Plus 9”**

- For 9” hip and ridge.
- Same features as RidgeMaster Plus and HipMaster. Comes in 4ft. lengths.

**RidgeMaster Plus 9”**

Part of the Boral™ Cool Roof System

**RidgeMaster® Plus – The difference: everything you don’t see.**

- **Water and snow locked out.** Patented computer designed “internal baffle system” rolls back rain, wind and snow.

- **Durable copolymer.** Resists cracking regardless of temperature. 40 year limited warranty.

- **Ultrasonically sealed blowing snow and bug barrier.** Cannot clog with leaves, pine needles, etc.

- **Self-aligning, interlocking ends.** This patented feature helps provide quick alignment and ensures that no weather or insects can enter between venting units.

- **Vents the entire peak continuously and effectively.** Works by natural convection to siphon moist, hot air out of attic spaces. Needs no exposed baffles or fins to work which can deteriorate and detract from appearance.

- **The strongest ridge vent in the industry.** Resists dents from tree branches or hammer blows.

- **Built-in end caps.** Improves weather resistance, simplifies installation and adjusts to roof pitch.

- **Ship-lap design.** Allows for expansion and contraction during temperature extremes.

- **Rugged crush proof construction.** With nailing supports and structural ribs designed to ensure a smooth and straight roofline.

---

**CapMaster® – Beautifies Stack Vents**

- Simultaneously protects and beautifies, ending stack vent leaks forever.

- Four colors to complement any roof.

- Dual-wall construction slips in and over roof vent pipes ensuring that water is directed down drain or onto sealed shingles. Ready to use with pipes between 3" and 4" in diameter. For pipes outside of these dimensions please contact Inspire by Boral at 800.971.4148.

- Adapts to all roof pitches from 3/12 to 12/12. Only tools needed are snips or scissors to follow imprinted pattern for any pitch.

- No need to caulk. Friction clips hold CapMaster in place.

Choose from four colors. Friction clips hold CapMaster in place. No need to caulk.

---

Inspire by Boral roofing product shown with CapMaster and RidgeMaster Plus.
For use with D-Rib or Standing Seam roofs. Adapts to ridge pole or truss.

For use with standard and textural slates. Adapts to ridge pole or truss.

Can be used with Blue and Red label No.1 and No.2 Fivex-Perfections-Royal shingles. Adapts to ridge pole or truss construction.

Great for homes with no soffit overhang. For new construction or retrofit.

Diagrams above are intended as a general overview only. More extensive installation instructions are available for these applications and others from Mid-America.